Pax6 localizes to chromatin-rich territories and displays a slow nuclear mobility altered by disease mutations.
The transcription factor Pax6 is crucial for the embryogenesis of multiple organs, including the eyes, parts of the brain and the pancreas. Mutations in one allele of PAX6 lead to eye diseases including Peter's anomaly and aniridia. Here, we use fluorescence recovery after photobleaching to show that Pax6 and also other Pax family proteins display a strikingly low nuclear mobility compared to other transcriptional regulators. For Pax6, the slow mobility is largely due to the presence of two DNA-binding domains, but protein-protein interactions also contribute. Consistently, the subnuclear localization of Pax6 suggests that it interacts preferentially with chromatin-rich territories. Some aniridia-causing missense mutations in Pax6 have impaired DNA-binding affinity. Interestingly, when these mutants were analyzed by FRAP, they displayed a pronounced increased mobility compared to wild-type Pax6. Hence, our results support the conclusion that disease mutations result in proteins with impaired function because of altered DNA- and protein-interaction capabilities.